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INTRODUCTION

It’s time to get serious—and seriously creative—about how we 
protect federal lands

by Reed Watson

 National monuments have always been controversial. Indeed, the very �rst monument created by 
President �eodore Roosevelt in 1906, Devils Tower in eastern Wyoming, sparked a decades-long con-
�ict between Native American tribes who considered the butte sacred and rock climbers who wanted to 
scale its vertical walls. As this historical example reveals, o�en it is not the land itself but the designation 
and subsequent management of national monuments that makes them so controversial. 
 �e Antiquities Act of 1906 authorizes the president to unilaterally protect landmarks, struc-
tures, and objects of historic or scienti�c interest by designating them as national monuments, o�en 
limiting or completely prohibiting extractive activities such as mining, livestock grazing, or timber 
harvesting on designated lands.1 
 When Congress passed the act, there were very real concerns about so-called “pot hunters” loot-
ing Native American artifacts from speci�c, o�en small sites like those found in Canyon de Chelly in 
northeastern Arizona.2 But in recent decades, presidents have increasingly used this authority to set 
aside millions of acres of land for reasons having less to do with antiquities and archaeology and more 
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to do with pressures from environmentalists and recreationists. President Barack Obama, for instance, 
used the Antiquities Act to create more national monuments than any other president, including 
several designations spanning millions of acres in the �nal weeks of his presidency.

Given how the act has been used in recent years, it’s no surprise that it continues to generate 
controversy, especially among the communities most a�ected by monument designations. By allow-
ing presidents to set aside large swaths of public land with the stroke of a pen, the act’s heavy-handed 
approach produces acrimony among public land users and opposition from local communities. In 
response to these concerns, President Donald Trump issued an executive order in late April mandat-
ing the review of all monuments created since 1996 that encompass more than 100,000 acres, as well 
as any others the interior secretary deemed should be reviewed. In total, the Interior Department is 
reviewing 27 national monuments.

Regardless of the interior secretary’s recommendations or the president’s subsequent action,  
it is clear that the politicized approach to national monument protection is broken. Many of the 
designations are made in the eleventh hour of an outgoing president’s term, and any protections these 
designations actually provide are politically tenuous, as evidenced by the current review process. In 
the end, one side of the debate will “win,” but the other side will inevitably lose by a commensurate 
amount, and the current acrimony will only persist. 
 It is time to get serious—and seriously creative—about �nding ways to protect important land-

scapes while avoiding the acrimony and pitfalls of national monument designations. �at is precisely 

Devil’s Tower National Monument, Wyoming   Photo © Bradley Davis
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why the scholars at PERC produced this publication. From the sacred tribal artifacts found only in 
Bears Ears in southeastern Utah to the glacier-carved rivers of the Katahdin Woods and Waters in 
Maine, this report describes innovative ways to end the acrimony and more e�ectively protect our 
lands of cultural and environmental signi�cance.

As Terry Anderson and Brian Seasholes assert, Native American tribes should be given direct full 
authority—not just an advisory role—in the management of culturally signi�cant artifacts and sites. 
Meanwhile, as Tate Watkins explains, rather than creating new national monuments and increasing 
taxpayers’ �nancial burden of land management, private property with unique cultural or environ-
mental signi�cance could be managed as a national park franchise. Similarly, as Holly Fretwell notes, 
lands that are already public could be managed by legal trusts with clear mandates and �nancial 
accountability. Lastly, according to Hannah Downey and Kristen Byrne, conservation groups should 
be allowed to bid against the energy and other extractive industries in the leasing of federal lands.

As this publication makes clear, there is no shortage of ideas or appetite to improve upon our 
current framework for making national monument designations. What is needed is acceptance that 
the current approach is broken and the willingness to try innovative, cooperative approaches that put 
protection ahead of politics. 
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NATIVE AMERICAN MANAGEMENT

Tribes can manage their own antiquities sites on federal lands

by Terry L. Anderson and Brian Seasholes

Bears Ears National Monument, Utah   Photo © Bob Wick, BLM

 �ere is no doubt that southeastern Utah contains an abundance of culturally signi�cant artifacts 
and sacred sites. But when President Barack Obama used the Antiquities Act to declare the Bears Ears 
National Monument in December 2016, many objected to the scale of the designation. �e monu-
ment encompasses 1.35 million acres, vastly more land than the sites containing signi�cant Native 
American antiquities, and the designation puts much of the area o� limits to certain uses such as 
grazing, energy development, and other economic activities in the future.
  In his June 2017 interim report on Bears Ears, Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke recommended that 
Congress shrink the size of the monument to ensure that the designation is limited to “the smallest 
area compatible with proper care and management of the objects to be protected,” as required by 
the Antiquities Act.3  �e report also noted that the region contains “rock art, dwellings, ceremonial 
sites, granaries, and other cultural resources that re�ect its long historical and cultural signi�cance to 
Native Americans” and called for legislation granting tribes legal authority for “co-management of 
designated cultural areas” within revised monument boundaries.
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  Although President Obama’s proclamation creating the national monument contained a provi-
sion to establish the Bears Ears Commission, consisting of one member from each of �ve Indian tribes 
who will provide input on the management of the monument, it did not go far enough to grant real 
tribal authority.4  �e commission’s role is only advisory, so the federal government can heed or ignore 
its recommendations as it sees �t. Meaningful control of sacred cultural sites involves more than the 
chance to consult.5 
  One way the federal government could give tribes direct control over federal land containing 
antiquities sites would be to grant Native Americans legal rights to oversee and manage the speci�c 
sites in the region. Such a framework would confer strong and durable rights to Native Americans 
and provide a transparent mechanism for governance.
  In fact, there is precedent for partnering with tribes to manage federal lands. Four national park 
units, including two national monuments, are already jointly managed by the federal government 
and tribal partners and could serve as models in southeastern Utah.6 One of the most noteworthy is 
the Canyon de Chelly National Monument in northeastern Arizona. �e site is owned by the Navajo 
Nation, and about 40 Navajo families still live and farm there.  �e Navajo and National Park Service 
work cooperatively to protect the area, especially the canyon �oor where antiquities sites are located.7  
�e Navajo Nation retains authority over many activities, including the right to control access to and 
conduct tours of the area. �e model has worked well: Canyon de Chelly attracts more than 800,000 
annual visitors and is one of the best known national monuments in the country.8 
  Similarly, a group of tribes could be allowed to manage the sacred sites within the Bears Ears 
region. One such site is Grand Gulch, a remote and narrow canyon of about 38,000 acres within the 
monument boundaries and home to numerous Anasazi sites of cultural signi�cance. Tribal managers 
could coordinate with federal administrators in the same way that the Navajo work with the Nation-
al Park Service in Canyon de Chelly. �e group could control access to ensure that the gulch is not 
overrun with or damaged by tourists, charge visitor fees to raise revenue for protection e�orts, or even 
prohibit visitors at certain sites that warrant it.
  Granting Native Americans control to antiquities sites within Bears Ears would give tribes true 
authority over culturally important sites in the region, unlike a national monument proclamation that 
merely pays lip service to tribal authority. �e approach could involve a tribal non-pro�t group that 
receives donations from foundations, corporations, and individuals to fund the protection of antiqui-
ties. Tribes granted authority could work with managing federal agencies to devise a plan to protect 
sites and possibly even jointly certify guides. �e framework would not only do a better job protect-
ing antiquities in the area than sole control by funding-strapped agencies, but it would also confer 
clear and meaningful rights to Native Americans who have historical ties to the region.
  While one tribe owns Canyon de Chelly, Bears Ears is more complex because it involves �ve tribes 
and federally owned land. Furthermore, tribal members disagree over the extent of the protections 
needed in the Bears Ears region and over which tribes and members should have co-management  
authority. �erefore, some sort of fair and transparent process would be necessary to sort out compet-
ing Native American claims to antiquities on federal land.9 
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 �ere is every reason that a co-management approach could succeed in Bears Ears—or in similar 
cases across the country that involve protection of Native American cultural sites and artifacts. Given 
Native Americans’ historical ties to the antiquities and archaeological sites in the Bears Ears region, 
co-management could protect sacred sites and objects better than the non-binding consultation 
framework of the Bears Ears monument proclamation.
 Granting control of such sites to Native Americans would allow for protection of antiquities on 
federal land with much less political rancor and greater e�ectiveness than current management of 
Bears Ears has demonstrated so far, and the approach could also conceivably prevent similar con�icts 
elsewhere in the future.

Recommendations:
•  Provide a legal mechanism for Native American tribes to co-manage antiquities sites on federal  
 land. Such a mechanism would confer meaningful rights to such sites and allow for tribes to  
 control access and collect visitor fees.
• Establish a fair and transparent process to sort out competing Native American claims to co- 
 manage antiquities sites on federal land.
• Limit use of the Antiquities Act to its statutory intent of “the smallest area compatible with  
 proper care and management of the objects to be protected.”

Further Reading:
•  Unlocking the Wealth of Indian Nations, by Terry L. Anderson (ed). Lexington Press (2016).
•  “Give Bears Ears To Native Americans,” by Terry L. Anderson. Forbes. May 19, 2017.
•  “Public Comment to the U.S. Department of the Interior on the Review of Certain National 

Monuments Established Under the Antiquities Act of 1906: Regarding Bears Ears National  
Monument,” by Brian Seasholes. May 25, 2017.
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NATIONAL PARK FRANCHISES

Franchise partnerships could add parks to the system without 
adding to the federal maintenance tab

by Tate Watkins

Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument, Maine   Photo © Katahdin Woods and Water NM

Long before the Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument became a reality, the specter of 
a federal park in northern Maine stirred up disputes as deep as the rivers that run through the area. For 
years, Burt’s Bees cofounder Roxanne Quimby envisioned creating a national park by donating thousands 
of acres of forestland to the government, which she began purchasing from timber companies in the early 
2000s. While she and her family explicitly lobbied for the “brand name” of a national park, many locals 
worried that a new park unit would give the federal government a foothold in the area, threatening tight-
er regulations on the timber industry and on traditional recreational pursuits like hunting.10 

Because the prospect of creating a national park was so controversial, Quimby eventually settled on 
a national monument, which can be designated unilaterally with the signature of a president under the 
Antiquities Act. In August 2016, President Barack Obama signed an order establishing the 87,500-acre 
Katahdin Woods and Water National Monument out of lands donated by the Quimby family.11 
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�e protracted controversy over the site suggests the need for a di�erent framework to protect worth-
while natural landscapes without a full-�edged federal takeover—and with much less acrimony. Katahdin 
Woods and Waters could provide an opportunity to try an innovative solution: a national park franchise.

Under a park franchise, a private partner would maintain ownership of park land but manage the 
unit according to parameters set by the National Park Service. �e franchisee could be a nonpro�t 
group, conservation organization, outdoor recreation company, or any other private entity. It could 
use the national park name with stipulations that it adhere to the Park Service’s mission and rules. 
Franchises would have to remain open to the public, for instance, and promote the historical, cultur-
al, and environmental values consistent with the agency’s goals. By receiving license to use the na-
tional brand, a site could attract more tourists, conservationists, and researchers, bringing additional 
revenues and activities to local economies.

Ideally, a franchise model would require �nancial self-su�ciency: private parties would only be 
granted a license under the condition that they receive no congressional appropriations for a site, for 
maintenance or otherwise. Revenues could come from fees charged for entry or to use campgrounds 
and other recreational amenities, and additional funds could be raised through philanthropic dona-
tions. �e continued ownership by the franchisee could help ease fears that are o�en stoked by federal 
involvement in land-use decisions.

�e wider payo� is that adding new parks under a franchise model would prevent further increases 
in the National Park Service’s deferred maintenance backlog, which now exceeds $11 billion.12 Interior 
Secretary Ryan Zinke has repeatedly said that dealing with the backlog is a priority for his department.13 
Over the past decade, 26 national park units have been created, and the deferred maintenance backlog 
has increased by more than $2 billion.14 Politicians like creating new park sites where they can hold 
ribbon-cutting ceremonies and win accolades as champions of conservation. �ere is much less political 
appetite to fund mundane maintenance needs, like the sewage and water systems that ensure national 
parks can withstand their growing visitor �gures.15 A clear avenue to create new parks as franchises 
would bene�t taxpayers across the country, who ultimately foot the bill for park upkeep.

As long as franchised parks adhere to the overarching standards laid out by the National Park Ser-
vice, they should have the �exibility to set priorities as determined by on-the-ground managers. In re-
cent years, park superintendents and government reviews have cited di�culties caused by the lengthy 
and in�exible processes for setting fee structures and getting approval to spend revenues collected.16 

Managers at franchised parks should have authority to set fees, retain 100 percent of the funds they 
collect, and decide how those revenues should be spent, whether on operations, critical maintenance 
needs, or new amenities.17 

When it comes to the Katahdin monument, a franchise would grant the site the national park 
status that its proponents have long called for but keep the onus to run and maintain it on a private 
organization. Even though the government now owns the land, it is easy to imagine a structure that 
nominally leases rights back to the Quimby family to operate the site as a national park. Furthermore, 
Quimby already established a non-pro�t organization for the park lobbying e�ort, and the land gi� 
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included a $20 million endowment to support the administration of the monument, plus a pledge for 
more fundraising. �e family’s years of lobbying and demands for particular conditions on the monu-
ment designation—such as leaving nearly half of the acreage open to traditional uses like snowmobil-
ing, hunting, and �shing—demonstrates their continued interest in the site. �e non-pro�t would be 
well suited to hold the franchise.

�e idea is not as farfetched as it might seem—there are already eight national park units jointly 
managed by the National Park Service and private partners, usually non-pro�t groups.18 One is the 
Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve in Kansas. Created in 1996, the 11,000-acre preserve stands out 
as one of the last large tracts of prairie ecosystem in the country. Although the site is a national park 
unit under the purview of the Park Service, the Nature Conservancy owns 99 percent of the preserve 
and partners with the agency to manage it.19 

As far back as the 1970s, local Kansans skeptical of federal involvement fought the establishment of 
the site, worrying that the feds would impose burdensome regulations and deprive communities of tax 
revenues.20 But eventually, a non-pro�t group worked with the Park Service and a local cattle rancher 
to overcome the discord and come up with a joint-management model, including the stipulation that 
all the privately owned property remain on tax rolls.21 Tallgrass Prairie has drawn about 30,000 annual 
visitors in recent years and serves as an example that could be followed in Maine and beyond.22 
 A national park franchise could be tailored with provisions to suit local conditions and land-use 
traditions.23 Moreover, a franchise would likely be more appealing to locals unwilling to support a 
new park under complete federal ownership in their state. Provisions could also include a process to 
revoke the franchise if a grantee ever strayed beyond the license parameters or failed to meet the stan-
dards of the agreement.
 In his nomination hearing, Secretary Zinke said he fully recognizes “that there is distrust, anger, 
and even hatred against some federal management policies.”24 A framework to develop franchise 
parks could present just the sort of creative solution that fosters collaboration instead of ill will.

Recommendations:
•  As an alternative to national monument designations, establish a national park franchise  
 framework as an avenue to add new national parks without adding to the future maintenance  
 needs of the National Park Service.
•  Maintain federal oversight of and standards for franchised parks while granting franchisees wide    
 �exibility in management decisions so long they operate within the federal parameters.
•  Allow managers of franchised parks to set, retain, and spend fees at their discretion and without  
 having to adhere to the bureaucratic processes that govern fee structures of traditional national  
 parks, but stipulate that franchised parks will receive no congressional appropriations for  
 operations or maintenance.
•  Provide a clear way to revoke the national park license if a franchisee does not hold up its end  
 of the bargain.
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Further Reading:
•  “�e NPS Franchise: A Better Way to Protect Our Heritage,” by Holly Fretwell. �e National  

Park Service Centennial Essay Series, �e George Wright Forum, Vol. 32 No. 2 (2015).
•  “Breaking the Backlog: 7 Ideas to Address the National Park Deferred Maintenance Problem.”  

PERC Public Lands Report (February 2016).
•  “How to create a national park without taxpayers footing the bill,” by Terry L. Anderson and  

Shawn Regan. Bangor Daily News. April 13, 2016.
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TRUST MANAGEMENT

Trusts could be established to manage landscapes and natural 
resources for the benefit of the public

by Holly Fretwell

Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument, Utah  Photo © Bob Wick, BLM

On September 18, 1996, onlookers roared with applause as President Bill Clinton stood on the 
rim of the Grand Canyon in Arizona and designated the 1.9 million-acre Grand Staircase-Escalante 
National Monument in southern Utah. But not everyone was pleased with the president’s action.  
Seventy miles to the north, locals in Kanab, Utah, gathered in the high school gym to protest the 
president’s action. Kanab had long anticipated coal development on the nearby Kaiparowits Pla-
teau—a project that was predicted to provide locals with hundreds of jobs—but that hope ended 
with the stroke of President Clinton’s pen.25

 Utah’s congressional delegation opposed the designation because the monument’s boundaries 
would encompass far more than the speci�c historic and cultural sites that the Antiquities Act was 
created to protect. Moreover, prior to the designation, there were also multiple oil and gas leases, 
miles of roads used for recreation, and several federal grazing allotments within its boundaries.26
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By designating the monument, President Clinton prioritized landscape preservation but le� 
proponents of other land uses feeling marginalized. A better way to balance competing interests 
would be to manage national monuments through the creation of a trust. At its simplest, a trust is a 
legal assignment of certain powers to an individual or a group, known as trustees, who are obligated 
to manage assets for the bene�t of another. �e trustees have a legal obligation to manage the assets 
according to the requirements outlined by a trust agreement.

In the context of national monuments, a trust could be established with the explicit responsibil-
ity of maintaining the unique recreational, archaeological, and environmental values of the area. �e 
trust would speci�cally de�ne the monument’s environmental, recreational, and archaeological assets 
and establish criteria for judging management and measuring trustee performance. Such a trust could 
manage for conservation while also allowing the continuation of traditional uses of the land, includ-
ing grazing and energy production. It would also give monument managers incentives to choose the 
most appropriate use for each land segment while taking into account the overall objectives estab-
lished for the monument.

As a parallel, consider how a museum board of trustees sets a goal to preserve, display, and inter-
pret a certain form of art. �e trustees must have a shared appreciation of the art form they want to 
present. �ey weigh and balance the museum’s resources, both �nancial and physical, which are used 
to present the art to the public. To choose one painting over another requires an understanding of  
the desired outcome and the relative value of each option. Similarly, on public lands there are multi-
ple competing interests for resource use, and because resources are �nite, trade-o�s must be made.

A challenge of monument designations is that the managing agency is faced with the near- 
impossible task of overseeing areas while taking into consideration countless outside opinions of  
citizens who use public lands. At Grand Staircase-Escalante, the BLM created a planning team and  
an advisory committee in an attempt to institute a collaborative management plan that would protect 
the monument in its “primitive, frontier state” while also providing “opportunities for the study  
of scienti�c and historic resources.”27  Di�ering perceptions of how the land should be managed, 
however, have made implementing the plan controversial.28  �e result is that a multitude of interest 
groups now vie to in�uence management toward their preferred outcomes without considering the 
value of other uses of the land and resources contained on it. 

To be successful, a federal land trust would need to have a clear goal that it is accountable to meet 
but also have the �exibility to balance potential resource uses. A monument’s goal would be set at the 
time of its proclamation, along with parameters for resource use. A trust would also need to be ac-
countable to a �nancial target. �is �nancial accountability could mean a variety of things, from com-
plete self-sustainability to supplemental federal funding determined by a formula based on meeting 
goals and outcomes. Furthermore, allowing land managers to keep net revenues for use on site would 
encourage them to take into account the values of competing resource uses. Revenues earned from 
mineral extraction, for example, could be invested in habitat restoration or enhanced conservation. 
�is di�ers from the status quo, where revenues earned are typically returned to the federal Treasury.
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 When it comes to a particular national monument, a board of trustees could be created that rep-
resents diverse interests.29 �e current monument advisory committee for Grand Staircase provides 
a potential starting point. �e group of 17 includes educators, local politicians, tribal members, and 
eight scientists—including an archaeologist, paleontologist, geologist, botanist, wildlife biologist, his-
torian, systems ecologist, and social scientist. Given custodial authority and �nancial accountability, 
along with a speci�c and clear management goal and parameters under which to manage the land, this 
sort of group could manage the monument as a trust.
 �e key factors in setting up a trust for success would be giving it autonomy from bureaucratic 
decisions, accountability to federal standards for the monument, and �exibility in management. Fed-
eral oversight would ensure a trust meets the stated goals—such as meeting the �nancial target and 
protecting historic artifacts—while managing the land within the de�ned parameters, likely a com-
bination of landscape preservation and various public uses. Autonomy and �nancial accountability 
motivate a trust to consider the relative values of using the land for di�erent purposes.30 
 National monument management will continue to be contentious as long as the perceived goal 
is as diverse as the population a�ected and the distribution of rights to resources remains a political 
decision. Revenue maximization is unlikely to meet the conservation goals many citizens desire for 
the federal estate. Providing a trust mechanism to manage certain landscapes for speci�c uses and 
making them �nancially accountable, however, could help alleviate con�icts over land-use decisions 
and encourage cooperation, improving upon current national monument management approaches.

Recommendations:
•  Create a land management trust with a clear goal and broad parameters for resource use set by  
 the federal government.
•  Give trustees autonomy to make decisions about how to use resources and hold them  
 accountable to meet the federally determined goals for the trust.
•  Require a degree of �nancial accountability so that the managing trust internalizes the trade-o�s  
 of competing resource use.

Further Reading:
•  “A Trust for the Grand Staircase-Escalante,” by Terry L. Anderson and Holly L. Fretwell.  
 PERC Policy Series No. 16 (September 1999).
•  “Charter Forests: A New Management Approach for National Forests,” by Robert H. Nelson.  
 PERC Policy Series No. 53 ( June 2015).
•  “Divided Lands: State vs. Federal Management in the West,” by Holly Fretwell and Shawn Regan.  
 PERC Public Lands Report (March 2015).
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CONSERVATION LEASING

Environmental groups could use markets instead of politics to 
protect public lands

by Hannah Downey and Kristen Byrne

 When Lewis and Clark paddled the Missouri River in northern Montana more than two centu-
ries ago, they marveled at the sheer blu�s that descended into the water and the bighorn sheep they 
described in their journals.31  
 In 2001, President Bill Clinton designated nearly 400,000 acres of land in this area as the Upper 
Missouri River Breaks National Monument. �e monument was created to protect the rock outcrop-
pings, grassy plains, and meandering river that remained relatively unchanged since the westward 
explorers’ voyage. “Many of the biological objects described in Lewis’ and Clark’s journals continue to 
make the monument their home,” Clinton said in the monument proclamation.32 
 When public land becomes a national monument, the designation o�en precludes certain future 
uses in the name of preserving  the landscape, as did the designation for the Missouri Breaks. Monu-
ment advocates argue that such restrictions are necessary to protect areas from the impacts of live-
stock grazing, oil and gas development, and timber harvests, among other activities. Opponents, on 

Upper Missouri River Breaks National Monument, Montana   Photo © Bob Wick, BLM
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the other hand, argue that limiting uses on national monument lands impedes local economic oppor-
tunities and undermines longstanding resource uses on the landscape.

Rather than have these competing parties �ght over monument designations in the political 
arena, there’s a better alternative: Allow environmental groups to participate in the leasing processes 
that govern resource use on federal lands—even if that means leaving resources idle for conservation 
purposes or using the land solely for recreation. Currently, conservation leasing is generally limited on 
federal lands due to requirements that leases or permits be granted only to parties who plan to extract 
or consume resources.  If leasing policy was expanded to explicitly allow conservation leasing, groups 
could bargain for leases and then set aside the land for conservation purposes instead of it being used 
for grazing, energy development, or logging. �is approach would allow environmentalists to protect 
public landscapes—regardless of whether they have monument status—through direct action.33  

�e approach could apply to the Upper Missouri River Breaks National Monument: A con-
servation group might purchase a grazing permit from a rancher and then opt to keep livestock o� 
the land.34  Visitors �oating the river or hiking, hunting, and �shing within the national monument 
are o�en surprised to �nd cows grazing among cottonwood trees along the river.  When President 
Clinton designated the multiple-use Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands as a national monu-
ment, existing grazing permits were grandfathered into the management plan, much to the dismay of 
organizations that believe livestock grazing is destroying the cottonwoods and riverbanks.35  Today, 
approximately 10,000 cattle still graze within the monument’s borders.36 
 Environmentalists near the Missouri Breaks National Monument have already shown interest in 
acquiring grazing permits as an alternative to litigation.  But the requirements that accompany federal 
grazing permits make it di�cult for non-ranchers to secure them through trade. One obstacle is that 
the only current options involve lengthy legal processes that do not compensate ranchers when their 
grazing privileges are reduced. �e BLM has been sued multiple times by various environmental  
organizations regarding grazing policy on the Missouri Breaks. In 2013, for instance, a U.S. Court  
of Appeals ruled that the BLM “violated the National Environmental Policy Act by not considering  
a reasonable range of alternatives that included a no- or reduced-grazing option.”37 As of 2016, how-
ever, the permitted amount of grazing on the monument had remained almost unchanged for  
20 years.38

 Complicating the process even further, to acquire a permit, ranchers must �rst own a so-called 
“base property,” usually a nearby ranch with an active livestock operation. Because the permits are 
attached to base properties, the only straightforward way for holders to transfer their permits is to sell 
the base property too.  Conservation groups who want to acquire grazing permits, therefore, cannot 
simply purchase them; they must also purchase or already own qualifying base properties. �e  
arrangement can raise the cost of transferring permits exponentially.
 Furthermore, grazing permits have a de facto use-it-or-lose-it requirement. �is means that con-
servation groups who do not run livestock on their permitted allotments risk forfeiting their grazing 
privileges to a rancher willing to use the land for active grazing.39 Requiring active resource use as a 
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stipulation of grazing permits excludes groups who would seek to leave pasture ungrazed, e�ectively 
shutting environmentalists and recreationists out of the leasing process.

Despite these barriers, there are creative ways to work toward conservation within the existing 
permit structure. �e American Prairie Reserve, a nonpro�t conservation organization that aims 
to protect and restore the prairie landscape near the Upper Missouri River Breaks National Monu-
ment, has successfully acquired grazing permits in the region for conservation purposes. �e group is 
striving to create a nature reserve larger than Yellowstone National Park by purchasing private ranches 
and the grazing permits that accompany them.40 �ey ful�ll the use requirements of the permits by 
stocking the lands not with cattle but with bison, which the BLM categorizes as livestock. 

But American Prairie Reserve’s e�ort has been anything but frictionless. On the BLM’s Flat 
Creek allotment, for instance, when the group sought the agency’s permission in 2014 to replace 
cattle with bison and remove existing interior fencing in the area, the BLM received more than 100 
letters of protest from ranchers and others objecting to the proposal—and the permit has yet to be 
approved.41 Given the current rigid federal grazing system, American Prairie Reserve is only able to 
implement its conservation strategy by continuing to run livestock on the grazing allotments it ac-
quires. Even then, protracted political wrangling has still been unavoidable in some cases.

Congress should change the rules governing federal rangeland management so that any groups 
who want to pursue environmental goals can acquire resource-use leases, even if they plan to not con-
sume the resources. Conservationists could then purchase grazing permits and determine the stocking 
rate. �e concept could apply in other situations too. Interested parties could potentially buy oil and 
gas leases to hold them out of development for speci�c periods of time or bid on timber-harvest rights 
to leave forests standing, as has already happened in limited cases in recent years.42 

If implemented on a widespread scale, conservation leasing could provide an alternative way to 
protect lands while also compensating current leaseholders and sparking less con�ict.

Instead of designating swaths of public land as national monuments to “save” them from con-
sumptive uses, agencies could allow all sorts of parties to bid on grazing allotments, energy leases,  
and timber harvests. Monument proponents should have plenty to like about the approach, too,  
because it would give them a clear path to acquire leases that were grandfathered into monument 
lands and then hold them out of development. A �exible alternative to the current structure would 
put lands toward their highest-valued uses, even—or especially—when that use is conservation.

Recommendations:
•  Allow conservationists to participate in resource leasing for non-consumptive uses.
•  Remove base-property and livestock grazing requirements from grazing permits.

Further Reading:
•  “Managing Con�icts over Western Rangelands,” by Shawn Regan. PERC Policy Series No. 54  

( January 2016).
•  “A New Landscape: 8 Ideas for the Interior Department,” PERC Public Lands Report (March 2017).
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